Anna then completed her look with tan sandals, her signature dark sunglasses and her slick bob worn down.

The firm has sent letters of redundancy to all of its 20,000 staff

Dr McKenna noted that there are many reasons why these patients are more at risk from cardiovascular problems

But the doctors were really good and made sure I knew I'd be healthy
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"We let Pig off with a warning this time"

In a report late last year, the U.N

The two sides have agreed on a contract for the provision of GP services to all under sixes, which includes expanded services for children under six with asthma

From my new place I can see the tower block I used to live in when I was young.

The scene is a popular tourist attraction for couples to put their names on a small padlock and attach it to the small walking bridge that crosses the Seine River

The fish, which grow to several metres in length, are found in southern Florida and have been driven close to extinction due to overfishing and habitat loss

Barnebys is available in six countries — Sweden, the UK, France, Germany, Spain and the US — with further international expansion planned this year.